


@APIS 

User interfaces allow humans to interact with programs. 
Application Programming Interfaces (APls) let programs 
(including scripts) talk to each other. 

Browsers, scripts, websites, and other applications frequently open up some of their 

funct ionality so that programmers can interact with them. For example: 

BROWSERS SCRIPTS PLATFORMS 

The DOM is an APL lt allows jQuery is a JavaScript file Sites such as Facebook, 
scripts to access and update with an APL It allows you to Google, and Twitter open up 

the contents of a web page select elements, then use their platforms so that you . 
while loaded in the browser. its methods to work with can access and update data 

ln this chapter you will meet those elements. lt is just one they store (via websites and 

some HTMLS JavaScript of many scripts that let you apps). In this chapter you 
APls that provide access to to perform powerful tasks see how Google lets you to 
other browser features. using their code. add their maps to your sites. 

You do not need to know how the other script or program achieves its task; you only need 
to know what it does. how to ask it to do something, and how to understand its replies. 

Therefore, this chapter will familiarize you with the form in which APls are described. 
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PLAYING NICELY 
WITH OTHERS 

You do not always need to know how a script or program works, as long 

you know how to ask it to do something, and how to process its response. 

The questions you can ask and the format of the answers form the API. 

WHAT THE API CAN DO 

If there is a script or program 

that offers functionality you 

need, consider using it rather 

than writing something from 

scratch. 

Because each script, program, or 

platform has different features, 

the first thing you need to do is 

understand what the API allows 

you to do. For example: 

• The DOM and jQuery APls 

allow you to access and 

update a web page that is 

loaded in the browser and 

respond to events. 

• Facebook, Google+, and 

Twitter APls let you to access 

and update profiles and 

create status updates on their 

platforms. 

When you know what the API 

allows you to do, you can decide 

if it is the right tool for the job. 
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HOW TO ACCESS IT 

Next you need to know how to 

access the functionality of the 

API in order to use it. 

The DOM's functionality is built 

into the JavaScript interpreter in 

the browser. 

With jQuery you need to include 

the jQuery script from your 

server or a CDN in your pages. 

Facebook, Google+, Twitter, and 

other sites provide various ways 

to access the functionality of 

their platforms using APls. 

THE SYNTAX 

Finally, you need to learn how to 

ask the API to do something and 

the format in which you should 

expect any replies. 

As long as you know how to 

call a function, create an object, 

and access the properties and 

methods of an object, you wi ll be 

able to use any JavaScript API. 

This chapter introduces you to 

a range of APls so you gain the 

confidence to learn more about 

them and other APls. 
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HTML5 JAVASCRIPT APIS 

First, we wil l look at some of the new HTMLS APls. 

Along with the markup in the HTMLS specification, a set of APls define 
that describe how to interact with features of web browsers. 

WHY HTMLS HAS APIS WHAT THEY COVER WHAT YOU'LL LEARN 

As technologies evolve, so does Each of the HTMLS APls focuses There is not space for an 
the browsing experience. For on one or more objects that exhaustive reference of each of 
example, smartphones may browsers implement to deliver the HTMLS APls (there have 
have smaller screens and less specific functionality. been whole books dedicated to 
power than the latest desktop these new HTMLS features). 
computers; but they include For example, the geolocation API But you will meet three of the 
features that are rarely found describes a geo 1 ocat ion object APls and see examples of how to 
on desktop machines such as that lets you ask users for their work w ith them. 
accelerometers and GPS. location and two objects that 

handle the browsers response. This should get you used to using 
The HTMLS specification has the HTMLS APls so that you can 
not only added new markup, There are also APls that offer then go on and learn more about 
but also includes a new set of improvements over existing them as you need them. You will 
JavaScript APls that standardize functionality. For example, the also learn how you can test to 
how you can make use of these web storage API lets you store see whether or not a browser 
new features in any device that information within the browser supports the functionality in any 
implements them. without relying on cookies. of the APls. 

API DESCRIPTION 

geolocat i on How to tell where the user is located p418 

1oca1 Storage Store information in the browser (even when user closes tab/window) p420 

sess i onStorage Store information in the browser while a tab/window is open 

history How to access items from the browser's history p424 
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FEATURE DETECTION 

When you write code that uses the HTMLS APls (or any other new 
feature in a web browser), you may need to check if the browser supports 

that feature before your code tries to use it. 

The HTMLS APls describe objects that browsers use 
to implement new functionality. For example, you 

are about to meet an object called the geo location 
object that is used to determine a user's location. 
However, this object is only supported in modern 

browsers, so you need to check whether a browser 

supports this it before trying to use the object. 

' I 
Is 

navigator.geolocation 
supported? ' I Run statements that do 

not use geolocation 
Run statements that 

use geolocation 

You may not be surprised to hear that there are 

some cross-browser issues with feature detection. 

For example, in the case of the code above, there 
was a bug in IE9 which could result in a memory leak 

when you check for the geo location object. This 

could slow down your pages. 
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It is possible to check whether a browser supports 

an object using a conditional statement. 

If the browser supports the object, then the 

condition wil l return a truthy value and the first set 

of statements are run. If it is not implemented, the 
second set of statements is run. 

if (navigator .geolocation) { 

II ReturRs truthy so it is supported 
II Run statements in this code block 

} else { 

II Not supported I turned off 
II Or user rejected request 

Luckily, there is a library called Modernizr, which 

takes away the hassles of cross-browser issues (l ike 
jQuery for feature detection). It is a better way to 

check if the browser supports recent features. 
The script is regularly updated and refined to deal 

with cross-browser issues as they are discovered, so 

they are less likely to affect you. 



MODERNIZR 

Modernizr is a script you can use in your pages to tell whether the 

browser supports features of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. 

It will be used in the coming HTMLS API examples. 

HOW TO GET MODERNIZR 

First, you need to download the script from the 
Modernizr.com website, where you wil l see: 

• A development version of the script. 
It is uncompressed and features every check that 

the script is capable of performing. 
• A tool (see screenshot below) that lets you select 

which features you want to test for. 

You can then download a custom version of the 
script that only contains the checks you need. 
On a live site, you should not test for features that 

you do not use as it would slow your site down. 

In our examples, Modernizr is used near the end 
of the page just before the script that uses it. But 

you may see Modernizr included in the <head> of 
an HTML page (if the content of the page is uses 

features that you are testing for). 

HOW MODERNIZR WORKS 

When you include the Modernizr script in your page, 

it adds an object called Moderni zr, which tests 
whether the browser supports the features that you 

specified that it should test for. Each fea ture you 

want it to test becomes a property of the Moderni zr 
object. Their values are a Boolean (true or false) 

that tell you if a feature is supported. 

You can use Modernizr as a condition like this: 
If Moderni zr's geo l ocation property returns true 
run the code in the curly braces: 

if (Modernizr .geolocation) { 

II Geolocation is supported 

MODERNIZR PROPERTIES 

In the screenshot on the left, you can see some of 

the features that Modernizr can check for. To see a 
full list of Moderni zr's properties, visit: 

modernizr.github.io/Modernizr/test/index.html 
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GEOLOCATION API: 
FINDING USERS' 
LOCATIONS 

An increasing number of sites offer extra functionality to users who 
disclose their location. The users' location can be requested using the 

geolocation API. 

WHAT THE GEOLOCATION API DOES 

Browsers that implement the geolocation API 

let users share their location with websites. The 

location data is provided in the form of longitude 

and latitude points. There are several ways for 

the browser to determine its location, including 

using data from its IP address, wireless network 

connection, cell towers, or GPS hardware. 

In some devices, the geolocation API can give you 

more data along with longitude and latitude. But, we 

focus on these features because they have the most 

support. Having seen how to use them, if you need 

to work with the other features, you will be able to. 

CHROME ON MAC 

HOW TO ACCESS GEOLOCATION 

The geolocation API is available by default in any 

browser that supports it (just like the DOM is). 

It was first supported in IE9, Firefox 3.5, Safari 5, 

Chrome 5, Opera 10.6, iOS3, and Android 2. 

Browsers that support geolocation allow users to 

turn the feature on and off. If it is on, the browser 

will ask users if they want to share data for each 

individual web site that requests that information. 

The way in which the browser asks the user if they 

will share location data differs from one browser to 

the next and one device to the next. 

®' javascriptbook.com wants to use your computer's location. Learn more 
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"http://javascriptbook.com" 
Would Like To Use Your 

Current Location 

Don't Allow OK 

105 ON I PHONE 

Would you like to share your location with 
javascriptbook.com7 

Learn More ... 

j Shire Location I • I 

x 

FIREFOX ON PC 



REQUESTING A USER'S LOCATION 

0 

' 
Is 

' 
navigator.geolocation 

supported? 

e I I e 
Run statements that do 

not use geolocation 
Call method: 

navigator.geolocation 
.getCurrentPosi tion() 

The geolocation API relies on an object cal led 
geo 1 ocat ion. If you want to try and make use of the 

user's location, first you need to check if the browser 
supports this object. This example wil l use the 

Modernizr script is used to perform this check. 

1. A conditional statement is used to check whether 

the browser supports geolocation. 

2. If geolocation is supported, the browser returns a 
truthy value and the first set of statements run. They 
request the user's location using the geo 1 ocat ion 

object's getCurrentPosi ti on() method. 

3. If geolocation is not supported, then a second set 

of statements is run. 

i f {Moder nizr . geolocati on) 
II Returns truthy so it is supported 

II Run statements i n this code block 

else { 

II Not supported I turned off 
II Or user rejected request 

PROCESSING THE RESPONSE 

When the browser responds, 
t here are t wo possible outcomes: 

getCurrentPosition() 
did not get a location 

• I 

Call funct ion: 
fai 1 () 

Returns object: 
PositionError 

getCurrentPosition() 
got a location 

• I 

Call function: 
success() 

Returns objects: 
Position and 

Position.coords 

Once you call the getCurrentPos i t ion () method, 

the code cont inues onto the next line because it is 
an asynchronous request ( like the Ajax cal ls in the 

last chapter). The request is asynchronous because 
the browser wi ll take a while to determine the user's 

location (and you do not want the rest of the page to 

stop loading while the browser works out where the 
user is). Therefore, the method has two parameters: 

getCur rentPositi on{success, f ail ) 

success is the name of a function to call if the 
longitude and latitude are successfully returned. This 

method will automatically be passed an object cal led 

position, which holds the user's location. 

fail is the name of a function cal led if the details 
cannot be obtained. This method will automatically 
be passed an object called Position Error 

containing details about the error. 

So in all, there are three new objects you need 

to use in order to work with the geolocation API: 

geolocation, position, and PositionError. 
Their syntax is shown on the next page. 
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THE GEOLOCATION API 

There are three objects involved in adding geolocation to your web page. 
The tables demonstrate how API documentation typically describes the 
objects, properties, and the methods you can use. 

geolocation OBJECT 

The geo 1 ocati on object is used to request location data. It is a child of the navigator object. 

METHOD RETURNS 

getCurrentPos it i on (success , fail) Requests the position of the user and, if the user permits, returns the 

user's latitude I longitude plus other location information 

Position OBJECT 

success is the name of a function to call if coordinates are retrieved 

fail is the name of a function to call if coordinates are not returned 

If a user's location is found, a Position object is sent to the callback function. It has a child object called coords 
whose properties hold the user's location. If a device supports geo 1 ocati on, it must provide a minimum amount 

of data (see the required column); other properties are optional (they may depend on the device's capabilities). 

PROPERTY RETURNS REQUIRED 

Position.coords . latitude Latitude in decimal degrees Yes 

Position.coords . longitude Longitude in decimal degrees Yes 

Position . coords.accuracy Accuracy of latitude and longitude in meters Yes 

Position.coords.altitude Meters above sea level Yes (value can be nu 11) 

Position. coords. a 1 ti tudeAccuracy Accuracy of altitude in meters Yes (value can be nu 11) 

Position .coords.heading Degrees clockwise from north No (up to device) 

Position.coords.speed Speed traveling in meters per second No Cup to device) 

Position.coords.timestamp Time since created (formatted as Date object) No (up to device) 

PositionError OBJECT 

If location is not determined, the callback function is passed the Position Error object. 

PROPERTY RETURNS REQUIRED 

PositionError.code An error number with the following values: Yes 

1 Permission denied 2 Unavailable 3 Timeout 

PositionError.message A message (not intended for the end user) Yes 
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WORKING WITH LOCATION 

1. In this example, Modernizr checks if geolocation is 
supported by the browser and enabled by the user. 
2. When getCurrentPos i t ion() is called, the user 
will be asked for permission to share their location. 
3. If the location is gained, the user's latitude and 
longitude are written into the page. 

4 . If it is not supported, then the user will see a 
message that shows their location could not be 
found. 
5. If the location is not gained (for any reason), again 
the message will say that a location cannot be found. 
The error code is logged to the browser console. 

JAVASCRIPT 

var elMap = document.getElementByld( ' loc'); 
var msg = 'Sorry, we were unable to get your l ocation. ' ; 

CD i f (Modernizr.geolocation) { 
@:) navigator .geolocation.getCurrentPosition(success, fail); 

elMap.textContent ' Checking location ... ' ; 
else { 

@) elMap . textContent msg; 

function success(position) { 
msg = '<h3>Longitude:<br>'; 
msg += position.coords.lat i tude + '<lh3>'; 

3 msg += '<h3>Latitude:<br>'; 
msg += position .coords.longitude + ' <lh3>'; 
el Map.innerHTML = msg; 

function fail (msg) { 
elMap . textContent = msg; 

} console.log(msg.code); 

<script src="jslgeolocation.js"><lscript> 

c09/ js/geolocat ion.js 

II HTML element 
II No loca ti on msg 

II Is geo supported 
II Ask for locat ion 
II Say checking . . . 
II Not supported 
II Add manual entry 

II Got location 
II Create message 
II Add latitude 
II Creat e message 
II Add l ongitude 
II Show location 

II Not got location 
II Show text input 
II Log the error 

c09/geolocation.html 

If you are unable to see a result on a desktop browser, try the example on a smart phone. 
You can try all examples directly from the website for the book, http://www.javascriptbook.com/. 
To support older browsers, search fo r a script called geoPos it ion . j s 
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WEB STORAGE API: 
STORING DATA IN 
BROWSERS 

Web storage (or HTMLS storage) lets you store data in the browser. 
There are two different types of storage: local and session storage. 

HOW TO ACCESS THE STORAGE API 

Before HTMLS, cookies were the main mechanism 

for storing information in the browser. But cookies 

have several limitations, most notably they are: 

• Not able to hold much data. 

• Sent to the server every time you request a page 

from that domain. 

• Not considered secure. 

Therefore, HTMLS introduced a storage object. 

There are two different flavors of the storage object, 

1oca1 Storage and sess i onStorage. Both use the 

same methods and properties. The differences are 

how long the data is stored for and whether all tabs 

can access the data that is being stored. 

STORAGE LOCAL SESSION 

Is the data stored when you ~ 0 
close a window/tab? 

Can all open windows/tabs 
access the data? 0 

Commonly, browsers store SMB of data per domain 

in a storage object. If a site tries to store more than 

Smb of data, the browser will usually ask the user 

whether they want to allow this site to store more 

information (never rely on users agreeing to give a 

site more space). 
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The data is stored as properties of the storage 

objects (using in key/value pairs). The value in the 

pair is always a string. To protect the information that 

a website stores in these storage objects, browsers 

employ a same origin policy, which means data can 

only be accessed by other pages in the same domain. 

http://www.google .com: 80 
L\I)--J@ ~© 

These four parts.of the URL must match: 

1. Protocol: The protocol must be a match. If data 

was stored by a page that starts http, the storage 

object cannot be accessed via https. 

2. Subdomain: The subdomain name must match. 

For example, maps . googl e. com cannot access 

data stored by www. goog 1 e. com. 

3. Domain: The domain name must match. 

For example, googl e. com cannot access local 

storage from facebook. com. 

4 . Port: The port number must match. Web servers 

can have many ports. Usually a port number is not 

specified in a URL, and the site uses port 80 for 

web pages, but the port number can be changed. 

The storage objects are just one of the new HTMLS 

APls for storing data. Others include access to the 

file system (through the FileSystem API) and client 

side databases such as the Web SQL database. 



HOW TO ACCESS THE STORAGE API 

Both of these objects are implemented on the 
window object, so you do not need to prefix the 
method names with any other object name. 

To save an item into the storage object, you use the 
setltem() method, which takes two parameters: the 
name of the key and the value associated with it. 

To retrieve a value from the storage object you use 
the get Item() method, passing it the key. 

II Store information 
1oca1 Storage. set Item ('age' , '12') ; 
local Storage. setltem(' col or ' , 'blue'); 
II Access information and store in variable 
var age = localStorage.getltem('age'); 
var color= localStorage .get!tem('color'); 
II Number of items stored 
var items= localStorage.length; 

Data for the storage objects is stored and accessed 
in a synchronous manner: all other processing 
stops while the script accesses or saves the data. 
Therefore, if a lot of data is regularly accessed or 
stored, the site can appear slower to use. 

METHOD DESCRIPTION 

setltem(key, value) Creates a new key/value pair 

You can also set and retrieve keys and values of the 
storage objects as you might with other objects 
using dot notation. 

The storage objects are commonly used to store 
JSON-formatted data. The JSON object's: 
• parse() method is used to turn the JSON

formatted data into a JavaScript object 
• stri ngify() method is used to transform 

objects into JSON-formatted strings 

II Store information (object notation) 
local Storage. age 12; 
localStorage.color = 'blue ' ; 
II Access information (object notation) 
var age = localStorage.age; 
var color = localStorage.color; 
II Number of items stored 
var items= loca lStorage.length; 

Below, you can see a table that shows the methods 
and property of the storage objects. This table is 
very similar to the one you saw for the geolocation 
API and is indicative of the types of tables you see in 
documentation for APls. 

get Item( key) Gets the value for the specified key 

remove Item(key) Removes the key/value pair for the specified key 

clear() Clears all information from that storage object 

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 

length Number of keys 
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LOCAL STORAGE 

The examples on this page and the right-hand page 

store what the user enters into text boxes, but both 
examples store it for different lengths of time. 

3 . The script checks to see if the storage object 

has a value for either of these elements using 

1. A conditional statement is used to check if the 

browser supports the relevant storage APL 

the get I tern() method. If so, it is written into the 
appropriate input by updating its va 1 ue property. 

4. Each time an input event fires on one of 

the inputs, the form will save the data to the 
1oca1 Storage or sess i onStorage object. It will 

automatically be shown if you refresh the page. 

2. References to the inputs for the username and 

answer are stored in variables. 

c09/js/local-storage.js JAVASCRIPT 

G) if (window.localstorage) 

4 

var txtUsername = document .getElementByid('username');// Get form elements 
var txtAnswer = document.getElementByld('answer'); 

txtUsername.value = localStorage .getitem('username'); //Elements populated 
txtAnswer .value = localStorage.getitem( 'answer ' ) ; // by localStorage data 

txtUsername.addEventlistener('input', function () { // Data saved 
localStorage.setitem('username ' , txtUsername .value); 

}, false); 

txtAnswer.addEventListener('input', function () { 
localStorage.setltem('answer', txtAnswer.val ue); 

} , false); 

// Data saved 

c09/local-storage.html (The only difference in session-storage.html is the link to the script.) 11111$1111 

<div class="two-thirds"> 
<form i d="appl i cation" action="apply.php"> 

<label for="username">Name</label> 
<input type="text" id="username" name="username" / ><br> 
<label for="answer">Answer</label> 
<textarea id="answer" name="answer"></textarea> 
<input type="submit" /> 

</ form> 
</ div> 
<script src="js/local -storage.js"></script> 
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SESSION STORAGE 

sess i onStorage is more suited to information that: 1oca1 Storage is best suited to information that: 

• Changes frequently (each time t he user visit s 

the site - such as whether they are logged in or 

location data). 

• Only changes at set intervals (such as timetables 

I price lists), which can be helpful to store offline. 

• Is personal and should not be viewed by other 

users of the device. 

• The user might want to come back and use again 

(such as saving preferences I settings). 

JAVASCRI PT c09/ js/ session-storage.js 

G) if (window.sessionstorage) { 

var txtUsername = document.getElementBy!d('username ' ); II Get form element s 
var txtAnswer = document.getElementByld('answer'); 

txtUsername.value = sessionStorage .getltem('username ' ); II Elements popul ated 

4 

txtAnswer.value = sessionStorage.getltem('answer'); II by sessionSt orage 

txtUsername.addEventl ist ener('input ' , function () { II Save data 
sess i onStorage.setltem('username', txtUsername. val ue); 

}, false) ; 

txtAnswer.addEventlistener('input', function () { 
sessionStorage.set!tem('answer', txtAnswer.value); 

}, false); 

II Save da t a 

i;jJiiJil 

What would you like to make? 

Name 

Answer 

11!1M 
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HISTORY API 
& PUSHSTATE 

If you move from one page to another, the browser's history remembers 

which pages you visited. But Ajax applications do not load new pages, 
so they can use the hi story API to update the location bar and history. 

WHAT THE HISTORY API DOES 

Each tab or window in the browser keeps its own 

history of pages you have viewed. When you visit a 

new page in that tab or window, the URL is added to 
the list of pages you have visited in the history. 

Because of this, you can use the back and forward 

buttons in a browser to move between pages you 
have visited in that tab or w indow. However, on sites 

that use Ajax to load information, the URL is not 
automatically updated (and the back button might 
not show the last thing that the user was viewing). 

FIRST LINK: SECOND LINK: 

one.html two.html 

ONE TWO THREE O NE TWO THREE 

HTMLS's history API can help fix this problem. It lets 

you interact with the browser's hi story object: 

• You can update the browser history stack using 

the pushState () and r ep l aceState () methods. 

• Extra information can be stored with each item. 

As you will see, information can be added to the 
history object when an Ajax request is made, and 

the user can be shown the right content when they 

press back or forward buttons. 

THIRD LINK: 

three.html 

O NE TWO THREE 

BACK BUTTON: 

0 two.html 

ONE TWO THREE 

The first page you visit is 

added to history stack 

Click a link: that page goes Click a link: that page goes Pressing back takes you 

to the top of history stack to the top of history stack down the history stack 

one.html 

Browsing pages: 

two.html 

one.html 

As you browse, the URL in your web browser's 

address bar updates. The page is also added to the 

top of something called the history stack. 
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three.html 

two.html 

one.html 

three.html 

two.html 

one . html 

Pressing back: takes you back down the stack 

Pressing forward: takes you up the stack (where possible) 

New page: if you request a new page, it will replace 
anything above the current page in the stack 



State refers to the condition that something is in at a particular time. The browser history is like a pile (or stack) 

of states, one on top of the other. The three methods on this page allow you to manipulate the state in browsers. 

ADDING INFORMATION TO THE HISTORY OBJECT 

pushState() adds an entry to the hi story object. 

replace State () updates. the current entry. 
Both take the same three parameters (below), each 

of which updates the hi story object. 

Because the hi story object is a child of the window 
object, you can use its name directly in the script; 

you can write hi story. pushState () , you do not 

need to write wi ndow. hi story. pushState (). 

history.pushState(state , title , url ); 
L .... G} .... ! L ..... ~}- .. ! '·®·' 

1. The hi story object can store 

information wi th each item in 

the history. This is provided in 
the state parameter and can be 
retrieved when you go back to 

that page. 

2. Currently unused by most 
browsers, the title parameter 

is intended to change the title 
of the page. (You can specify a 

string for this value, ready for 
when browsers support it.) 

3. The URL that you want the 
browser to show for this page. 

It must be on the same origin as 

the current URL and it should 
show the correct content if the 
user goes back to that URL. 

GETTING INFORMATION FROM THE HISTORY OBJECT 

Adding content to the browser history is only 

part of the solution; the other half is loading the 
right content when the user presses the back or 
forward buttons. To help show the right content, the 

onpopstate event fires whenever the user requests 

a new page. 

This onpopstate event is used to trigger a function 

that will load the appropriate content into the page. 
There are two ways to determine what content 

should be loaded into the page: 

• The location object (which represents the 
browser's location bar) 

• The state information in the hi story object 

The 1 ocat ion object: 

If the user presses back or forward, the address bar 
will update itself, so you can get the URL for the page 
that should be loaded using 1 ocat ion. pathname 

(the 1 ocati on object is a child of the window object 

and its pathname property is the current URL). This 
works well when you are updating an entire page. 

The state: 
Because the first parameter of the pushState () 
method stores data with the hi story object for 

that page, you can use it to store JSON-formatted 
data. That data can then be loaded directly into the 

page. (This is used when the new content loads data 

rather than a traditional web page.) 
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THE HISTORY OBJECT 

The HTMLS history API describes the functionality of the hi story object 
in modern web browsers. It lets you access and update the browser 
history (but only for pages the user visited on your site). 

Even if the visitor is not taken to a new page in the browser window (for example, when only a part of the page 
is updated using Ajax), you can modify the hi story object to ensure that the back and forward buttons work as 

the user would expect them to on non-Ajax pages. 

Again, the table below is indicative of the kind you might see in API documentation. As you become comfortable 

using the methods, properties, and events of an object you will find it easier to work with all kinds of APls. 

hi story OBJECT 

METHOD 

history .back() 

history.forward() 

hi story .go() 

history.pushState() 

DESCRIPTION 

Takes you back in the history, like the browser's back button 

Takes you forward in the history, like the browser's forward button 

Takes you to a specific page in the history. It is an index number, starting at 0 . 

• go(l) is like clicking the forward button and . go (-1) is like clicking back 

Adds an item to the history stack 
(Clicking on a relative link in a page usually triggers a hashchange event, rather than 

1 oad, but no event fires if you use pushState () and the url contains a hash) 

history. rep 1 aceState () Does the same as pus hState () except it modifies the current history entry 

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 

length Tells you how many items are in the hi story object 

EVENT DESCRIPTION 

window .onpopstate Used to handle the user moving backwards or forwards 

8 APIS 



WORKING WITH HISTORY 

1. The l oadContent () function uses jQuery's . load() 
method (see p390) to load content into the page. 
2. If a link is clicked on, an anonymous function runs. 
3. The page to load is held in a variable called href. 

JAVASCRIPT 

$(function() { 

4. The current links are updated. 
5. The l oadContent () function is called (see step 1). 
6. The pushState() method of the hi story object 
updates the history stack. 

c09/js/history.js 

//DOM has loaded 
~ function loadContent(url){ 
~ $( ' #content').load(url + ' 

// Load new content into page 
#container ').hide{).fadeln('slow'); 

@ 

® 

@{ 
® 
© 

(j) 
® 
® 

@{ 

$( ' nav a').on('click ' , funct ion(e) II Click handler 
e.preventOefault(); II Stop link loading new page 
var href = this.href; II Get href attri bute of link 
var $this = $(th i s); II Store l ink in jQuery object 
$('a') . removeClass('current'); II Remove current from links 
$this.addClass('current'); II Update current link 
loadContent(href); II Ca 11 function : loads content 
history.pushState(' ', $this.text, href); II Update history 

} ) ; 

window.onpopstate = function() { //Handle back/forward buttons 

} ; 
} ) ; 

var path= location.pathname; //Get the fi le path 
loadContent{path); 11 Call function to l oad page 
var page= path.substring(location.pathname.lastindexOf("/") + 1); 
$('a').removeClass('current'); //Remove current f rom links 
$('[href='" +page+ 111

]
1 ).addClass( ' current'); //Update current link 

l;IJiiJil 7. When the user clicks backwards or forwards, 
the onpopstate event fires. This is used to trigger 
an anonymous function. lST 2ND 3RD 

First prize is t he OJI Phantom· a small, all-in one 

quadcopter designed for aerial photography enthusiasts. 11 

comes fully configured and ready to fly. Both compact and 

stylish, the highly integrated design means that it's easy to 

carry wherever you go, ready at a moment's notice. 

8. The browser's location bar will display the 
corresponding page from the history stack, so 
l ocation.pathname is used to obtain the path fo r 
the page that needs to be loaded. 
9. The 1 oadContent () function (in step 1) is called 
again, to retrieve the specified page. 
10. The fi le name is retrieved so that the current 
link can be updated. 

APIS 8 



SCRIPTS WITH APIS 

There are hundreds of scripts available for free on the web. 

Many have an API you need to use to get them to work for you. 

SCRIPT APIS 

Lots of developers share their 

scripts through a range of 

websites. Some are relatively 

simple scripts with a single 

purpose (such as sliders, 

lightboxes, and table sorters). 

Others are far more complicated 

and can be used for a range of 

purposes (such a·s jQuery). 

In this section, you wi ll meet two 

different types of scripts whose 

code you can make use of when 

you have learned their API: 

• A set of jQuery plugins 

known as jQuery UI. 

• A script that makes it easier 

to create web apps called 

Angular JS. 

THIRD-PARTY SCRIPTS 

Before writing your own script 

it can pay to check if someone 

else has already done the hard 

work for you (there is no point 

reinventing the wheel). 

@APIS 

JQUERY PLUGINS 

Many developers have 

written code that adds extra 

functionality to jQuery. These 

scripts add methods to extend 

the jQuery object, which are 

known as jQuery plugins. 

When you use these plugins, 

first you include the jQuery 

script, followed by the plugin 

script. Then, when you select 

elements (as you do with 

standard in jQuery methods), 

the plugin allows you to apply 

new methods that it has defined 

to that selection, offering new 

func tionality that was not in the 

original jQuery script. 

It is always a good idea to check: 

• Whether it has been updated 
fairly recently 

• That the JavaScript is 

separate from the HTML 

• Reviews of the script if they 

are available 

ANGULAR 

Angular.js is another JavaScript 

library, but it is very different 

from jQuery. Its purpose is to 

make it easier to develop web 

applications. 

One of the most striking things 

is that it allows you to access 

and update the contents of a 

page without writing code to 

handle events, select elements, 

or update the content of an 

element. We only have space to 

provide a very basic introduction 

to Angular in this chapter, but 

it does help demonstrate the 

variety of scripts available. 

This helps to ensure that the 

script uses modern practices 

and is still being updated. 

It is also worth noting that the 

instructions for using a script are 

not always called an API. 



JQUERY UI 

The jQuery foundation maintain its own set of jQuery plugins called 

jQuery UI. They help create user interfaces. 

WHAT JQUERY UI DOES 

jQuery UI is a suite of jQuery 
plugins that extends jQuery with 

a set of methods to create: 

• Widgets (such as accordions 
and tabs) 

• Effects (that make elements 
appear and disappear) 

• Interactions (such as drag 
and drop functionality) 

jQuery UI not only provides 
JavaScript you can use, but it 

also comes with a set of themes 
that help control how the plugins 

look on the page. 

If you want fine-grained control 
over how the jQuery plugins look 

in the browser, you can also use 

the theme roller, which gives you 

more precise control over the 
appearance of the elements. 

HOW TO ACCESS IT 

To use jQuery UI, first you must 
include jQuery in your page; then 

you must include the jQuery UI 
script (after the jQuery file). 

Versions of jQuery UI are 
available on the same CONs as 

the main jQuery file. But, if you 
only need part of the jQuery 
UI functionality, you can just 

download the relevant parts 

from the jqueryui. com website. 

This creates a smaller JavaScript 
file. which in turn makes the 

script faster to download. 

SYNTAX 

Once you have included the 

jQuery and jQuery UI scripts 
in the page, the syntax is very 

similar to using other jQuery 

methods. You create a jQuery 
selection and then call a method 
that will be defined in the plugin. 

As you will see, the jQuery UI 

documentation not only has to 
explain the JavaScript methods 

and properties it uses, but also 

how to structure your HTML 
if you want to use many of its 

widgets and interactions. 

----... - .. ----·-- ---..... -.. - ----·-----.. --..... -..-.-- ·-----

------------- --·---· _______ _ _ ...__ .. _ ___ • ..,_ 0 
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JQUERY UI ACCORDION 

Creating an accordion with 
jQuery UI is very simple. You 

only need to know: 

• How to structure your HTML 

• What element(s) should be 
used in the jQuery selector 

• The jQuery UI method to call 

t. In this example, the HTML for 
an accordion is contained within 
a <div> element ( its id attribute 

has a value of prizes, which will 
be used in the script). Each panel 

of the accordion has: 

2. An <h3> element for the 
clickable heading 

3. A <div> element for the 
content of that panel 

4 . Before the closing </body> tag 

the jQuery and jQuery UI scripts 

are both included in the page. 

5. Finally, you can see a third 
<script> element containing an 

anonymous function that runs 
when the page has loaded. 

6. Inside that function, a 

standard jQuery selector 
picks the containing <div> 

element that contains the 
accordion (using the value of 

its id attribute). The accordion 
functionality is triggered by 

call ing the . accordion() 

method on that selection. 
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c09/ jqui-accordion .html ""*'' 
G) 
@ 
® 

® 
© 

<body> 
<div id="prizes"> 

<h3>lst Prize</h3> 

<div><p>First prize is the OJI ... </ p></ div> 

<h3>2nd Prize</ h3> 
<div><p>Second pri ze is the ••• </p></div> 
<h3>3rd Prize</h3> 

<div><p>Third prize is a • • • </p></div> 
</div> 

<script s re=" j s/ j query- I. 9 .1. j s 11 ></scri pt> 
<script src=" j s/ 1.10. 3/ jquery-ui • j s "></script> 
<script> 

$(function() { 

$('#prizes').accordion() ; 
} ) ; 

</script> 
</body> 

• 1st Pr1D 

First prize ts your wry own OJI Phantom • a small, oU·tn-one 
quadcoptor~ for aerial photosral>hVenthustuts. It c:anes 
fully confltlnd and reMly b> fly. Both~ and .tylbll, the 
hith!Yfnt~ ~ ---.s that it'seay b> carry~ )IOU 
ao, ready at a moment's notlcr. 

2ndPr1ze 

3rd Prize 

l;IJillii 

You do not need to know how 
the jQuery plugin achieves this, 

as long as you know how to: 

Note: On a live site, the 
JavaScript should be kept in 

an external file to maintain a 
separation of concerns. It is 

shown here for convenience and 

to show how little work needs to 

be done to achieve this effect. 

• Structure your HTML 
• Create the jQuery selection 

• Call the new method defined 
in the jQuery plugin · 



JQUERY UI TABS 

""*'' c09/jqui-tabs.html 

CD )<div id="prizes"> 

2 

<li><a href="#tab-l">lst 
<li><a href="#tab-2">2nd 
<li><a href="#tab-3">3rd , 

<ul> 

Prize</a></l i> 
Prize</a></li > 
Prize</a></li> 

® 

© 

</ul> 
<div id="tab- l "><p>First prize is . .. </p></div> 
<div id="tab-2"><p>Second prize is ... </p></div> 
<div id="tab-3"><p>Third prize is ... </p></div> 

</div> 
<script src="js/jquery-1. 9.1.js"></scri pt> 
<script src="js/jquery-ui .js"></script> 
<script> 

$(function() { 
$('#pri zes') . tabs(); 

} ) ; 
</script> 

l;IJiiJll 

1st Prize 2nd Prize 3rd Prize 

First prize is the OJI Phantom · a small, all-in-one quadcopter designed 
for aerial photography enthusiasts. It comes fully configured and ready 
to fly. Both compact and stylish, the highly integrated design means 
that ifs easy to carry wherever you go, ready at a moment's notice. 

This structure is common in 

most jQuery plugins: 

1. jQuery is loaded . 
2. The plugin is loaded. 

3. An anonymous function runs 

when the page is ready. 

The anonymous function will 
create a jQuery selection and 

applies the method defined 
in the jQuery plugin to that 

selection. Some methods will 

also require parameters in order 

to do their job. · 

The tabs are a similar concept to 

the accordion. 

1. They are kept in a containing 
<d i v> element that will be used 

in the jQuery selector. The 

content, however, is slightly 

different. 

2. The tabs are created using an 
unordered list. The link inside 

each list item points to a <div> 
element lower down the page 

that holds content for that tab. 

3. Note that the id attributes on 

the <div> elements must match 
the value of the href attribute on 

the tabs. 

Once you have included jQuery 
and jQuery UI in the page, there 

is a third script tag with an 

anonymous function that runs 
when the DOM has loaded. 

4 . A jQuery selector picks the 
element whose id attribute has 

a value of prizes (this is the 

containing element for the tabs). 
Then it calls the • tabs () method 

is called on that selection. 

On a live site, the JavaScript 
should be kept in an external 

file to maintain a separation of 
concerns, but it is shown here for 

convenience and to show how 

little work needs to be done to 

achieve this effect. 
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JQUERY UI FORM 

jQuery UI introduces several 
form controls that make it 
easier tor people to enter 
data into forms. This example 
demonstrates two of them: 

Slider input: This allows people 
to select a numeric value using 
a draggable slider. This slider 
has two handles that allow the 
user to set a range between two 
numbers. As you can see on the 
right, the HTML tor the slider is 
made up of two components: 
1. A normal label and text input 
that would allow users to enter a 
number. 
2. An extra <div> element used 
to hold the slider that you see on 
the page. 

Date picker: This allows people 
to pick a date from a pop-up 
calendar, which helps ensure 
that users provide the date in the 
correct format that you need. 
3. It is just a text input, and does 
not need any additional markup. 

Before the closing </body> tag, 
you can see that there are three 
<script> elements: the first is 
the jQuery script, the second is 
jQuery UI, and the third contains 
the instructions to setup these 
two form controls (see right
hand page). If JavaScript is not 
enabled, these controls look like 
normal form controls without the 
jQuery's enhancements. 
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c09/ jqui-fonn.html 

® 

<body> •. • 
<h2>Fi nd Accommodation</h2> 
<p id="price"> 

<label for="amount">Price range : </ label > 
<input type="text" id="amount" / > 

</ p> 
<div id="price-range"></ div> 
<p> 

<label for="arrival">Ar rival date:</label> 
<input type="text" id="arrival" / > 

</ p> 
<input type="submit" val ue="Find a hotel " / > 

<script src="js/ jquery- 1. 9.1.js"></ scri pt> 
<script src="js/jquery-ui.js"></script> 
<script s re=" j s/ form-i nit .j s "></script> 

</ body> 

Pr'lct l'ange: 
J17S-UOO 

• t 
, 4 s 6 1 • t 

,. 11 1J U H U t6 

" It ,, 10 11 u u 
UDUUUH» 

II 

W:H$fi 
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Most jQuery scripts live within 
the . ready() function or its 
shortcut (used on the next 
page). As you saw in Chapter 7, 
this ensures that the script only 
runs when the DOM has loaded. 

If you include more than one 
jQuery plugin, each of which 
uses the. ready() method, you 
do not repeat the function - you 
combine the code from inside 
both functions into the one. 

.. 

' 

.. 



1. The JavaScript is contained 
within the shortcut for the 
jQuery • ready() method. It 
contains the setup instructions 
for both of the form controls. 

JAVA SCRIPT 

CD $(function() { 

2. To turn a text input into a 
date picker, all you need to do 
is select the text input and then 
call the datepi cker () method 
on that selection. 

3. Cache the inputs for price. 

4. The slider uses an object 
literal to set the properties of the 
. s 1 i der () method (see below). 

c09/js/form-init.js 

@ 

® 

$(' #arrival ').datepicker(); II Turn input to JQUI datepicker 

var $amount = $(' #amount ' ); II Cache the price input 
var $range = $( ' 1price-range'); II Cache the <div> for the price range 

$('#price-range').slider({ 
range: true, 

II Turn price-range input into a slider 
II If i t is a range it gets two handles 
II Minimum value min: 0, 

max: 400, II Maximum value 
4 values: [175, 300], II Values to use when the page loads 

slide : function(event, ui) { 
$amount.val('$ ' + ui . values[O] 

II When slider used update amount element 
+' - $ ' + ui.values[l]); 

} 
} ) ; 
$amount II Set initial values of amount element 

.val( ' $' + $range.slider('values', O) II A$ sign then lower range 
+ ' - $' + $range.slider( ' values', l)); II A$ sign then higher range 

} ) ; 

5. When the form loads, the text 
input that shows the amount as 
text needs to know the initial 
range for the slider. The value of 
that input is made up of: 

a) A dollar sign: $ followed by 
the lower range value. 

b) A dash and dollar sign: - $ 
followed by the higher range 
value. 

The script is called form-i nit. 
js. Programmers often use init 
as a shorthand for initialize; and 
this script is used to set an initial 
state for the form. 

When a jQuery plugin has settings that vary each time it is used, it is 
common to pass the settings in an object literal. You can see this with 
the • s 1 i der() method; it is passed several parameters and a method: 

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 

range A Boolean to give the slider two handles 
(not just a single value) 

min The minimum value for the slider 

max The maximum value for the slider 

values An array containing two values to specify an initial range 
in the slider when the page first loads 

METHOD 

slider() 

DESCRIPTION 

Updates the text input which shows the text values for the 
slider (the documentation shows examples for this) 
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ANGULARJS 

AngularJS is a framework that makes it easier to create web apps. 

In particular, it assists in creating apps that write, read, update, 

and delete data in a database on a server. 

Angular is based on a software 

development approach cal led 
model view controller or MVC. 
(It is actually variant on MVC, 

not strict MVC). To use Angular, 

first you include the angular.js 
script in your page, and then it 

makes a set of tools available to 
you (just like jQuery does). 

VIEW 

The View is what the user sees. 

In a web app, it is the HTML 

page. Angular lets you create 
templates with spaces for 

particular types of content. If the 
user changes values in the view, 

commands (1) are sent to up the 
chain to update the model. 

There can be different views of 

the same data, e.g., users and 
administrators. 

8 APIS 

The point of MVC is that it separates out parts of a web application, 

in the same way that front-end developers should separate content 
(HTML), presentation (CSS), and behavior (JavaScript). 

We do not have space to go into Angular in detail, but it introduces 

another example of a very different script with an API, as well as 

concepts such as the MVC approach, templat ing, and data binding. You 
can download Angular and view the full API at http: //angul arjs. org. 

-{!)- ................................. - - -

~ 

This ViewModel (or controller) 

will update the view if there are 

changes to the model, and will 

update the model if there are 
changes in the view. The task 
of keeping data synchronized 

between the two is known as 
data binding (2). 

For example. if a form in the 

view is updated, it reflects the 

changes and updates the server. 

MODEL 

In a web app, the Model is 
usually stored in the database, 

and managed by server-side 

code that can access and update 
the model. 

When the model has been 
updated, change notifications 

(3) are sent to the ViewModel. 

This info can be passed onto the 

View to keep it updated. 



USING ANGULAR 

W:lifull 

<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html ng- app> 
<head> ... 

c09/ angular-introducti on.html 

<script src="https://aj ax.googleapi s . com/ajax/ 
l i bs/angularjs/1 .0.2/angular.min.js"></scri pt > 

</head> 
<body> ... 

<form> 
To :<br> 
<input ng-model =" name" type="text"/><br> 
Message :<br> 
<textarea ng-model ="message"></textarea> 
<input type="submit" value="send message" /> 

</form> ... 
<div class="postcard"> 

<div>{{ name }} </div> 
<p> {{ message }} </p> 

</div> 
</body> 
</html> 

+;jJiiJ51 

//)~ 
THE MAKER. BUS 

Ttll)'OVf fric-nds t0 join us for an 
aW'tSOO'le day of Unbrif'lg with The 
Maker Bus... 

To: 
Sophie 

Message: 

Le~s go make some 
robots ... 

iJ§ri.l1114¥f!JJ 

This example takes the content 
of the <input> and <textarea> 

elements and writes it into 

another part of the page (where 
you can see the double curly 

braces in the HTML file). 

First, include the Angular script 

in your page. You can store 
it locally or use the version 
on Google's CON. Unt il you 

understand more about Angular, 
place it in the <head> element. 

Note the new markup in the 
HTML. There are attributes that 
start with ng- (which is short 

for Angular). These are called 
directives. There is one on the 

opening <html> tag and one on 
each of the form elements. 

The value of the ng-mode l 

attribute on the text inputs 
matches the values inside the 

double curly braces. Angular 
automatically takes the content 
of the form elements and writes 

it into the page where the 
corresponding curly braces are. 

No more JavaScript is needed to 

achieve this, whereas in jQuery, 
this would involve four steps: 
1. Writing an event handler for 

the form elements 
2. Using that to trigger code to 

get the elements' content 
3. Selecting new element nodes 

that represent the postcard 
4 . Writ ing the data into the page· 
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VIEW & VIEWMODEL 

Below, look at the angul ar-contro 11 er .j s file. 

It uses a a constructor function to create an object 
called BasketCtrl . This object is known as a 

controller or ViewModel. It is passed another object 
called $scope as an argument. Properties of the 

$scope object are set in the constructor function. 

1. Note the object's name (BasketCtrl) matches the 

value of the ng-contro 11 er attribute on the opening 

<tab 1 e> tag. In this example, there is no database, 
so the controller will also act as the model: sharing 

data with the view. 

c09/angular-controller .html 

<!OOCTYPE html> 
<html ng-app> 

<head> 

The HTML file (the view) gets its data from the 
BasketCtr l object in the JavaScript controller. 
In the HTML, note how the names in curly braces, 

e.g., { { cost } } and { { qty } } , match the 
properties of the $scope object in the JavaScript. 

The HTML file is now called a template because it 

will display whatever data is in the corresponding 

controller. The names in curly braces are like 
variables that match the data in the object. If the 

JavaScript object had different values, the HTML 
would show those values. 

""Mi' 

<title>JavaScript &amp; jQuery - Chapter 9 ... </ title> 
<script src="https ://ajax .googleapis .com/ ... / angular.min .js"></ script> 
<script src="js/angular-controller.js"></script> 
<link rel ="stylesheet" href="css/c09.css"> 

</ head> 
<body> .. . 

<table ng-controller="BasketCtrl"> 
<tr><td>Item:</td><td>{{ description }} </td></tr> 
<tr><td>Cost:</td><td>${{ cost }}</ td></ tr> 
<tr><td>Qty: </ td><td><i nput type="number" ng-model="qty" ></ td></ tr> 
<tr><td>Subtotal: </td><td>{{qty *cost I currency}} </td></tr> 

</ table> 
</ body> 

</ html> 

c09/j s/angular-controll er.js 

G) functi on BasketCtrl ($scope) 
$scope .descripti on = 'Single 
$scope.cost = 8; 
$scope .qty = 1; 

@ } 
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DATA BINDING & SCOPE 

2. It is also possible to evaluate expressions inside 

the curly braces. In step 3, the subtotal is calculated 
in the template. This is then formatted as a currency. 
Furthermore, if you update the quantity in the form, 

the underlying data model ( in the JavaScript object) 
is updated along with the subtotal. Try updating 

the values in the JavaScript file, then refreshing the 

HTML to see the connection. This is an example of 
something programmers call data binding; the data 

in the JavaScript file is bound to the HTML and vice
versa. If the ViewModel changes, the view updates. 
If the view changes, the View Model updates. 

•aii•JS• 

THE MAKER BUS 

Buy tickets 

• I ... 
•1111• ·--.. Ism•\ o~ ·- ·•• I 
()- -I I --

As this shows, Angular is particularly helpful when 
you load data from a separate file into the view. 
A page can have multiple controllers, each of which 

has its own scope. In the HTML, the ng- contro 11 er 
attribute is used on an element to define the scope 

of that controller. This is similar to variable scope. 
For example, a different element might have a 

different controller (e.g., StoreCtr 1 ), and both 

controllers would be able to have a property called 
description. Because the scope is only within that 

element, each controller's description property 
would only be used within that controller's scope. 

Item: Single ticket 

Cost: $8 

Qty: 1 

Subtotal: $8.00 
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GETTING EXTERNAL DATA 
Here, the controller (the JavaScript file) collects the 

model (the JSON data) from a fi le on the server. ( In a 
web app, the JSON data would usually come from a 

database.) This updates the view in the HTML. 

To collect the data, Angular uses what it calls the 
$http service. Inside the angular .js file, the code 

uses the XMLHttpRequest object to make Ajax 
requests (like those you saw in Chapter 8). 

c09/angular-external -data . html 

1. The path to the JSON file is relative to the HTML 

template, not the JavaScript file (even though the 

path is written in the JavaScript). 

Just like jQuery's . aj ax () method, the $http service 

has several shortcuts to make it easier to create 

some requests. To fetch data it uses get(), post(), 
and j sonp ();to delete data it uses delete ();and to 

create new records: put (). This example uses get (). 

1111&11 

<table ng-controller="TimetableCtrl"> 
<tr><th>time</th><th>title</th><th>detai l </th></tr> 

® <tr ng-repeat="session in sessions"> 
<td>{{ session . time }} </td> 
<td>{{ session.title }}</td> 
<td>{{ session.detail }}</td> 

</tr> 
</tabl e> 

c09/js/angular-external -data.js 

f un cti on Timetabl eCtrl ($scope, $http) { 
G) $http .get ( ' j s/ i t ems . json ' ) 
@ .success(function(data) { $scope .sessions data . sessions ; }) 
~ .error(funct ion(data) { console . log(' error') }) ; 

// The er ror could show a f r i endly message to users ... 

c09/js/items.json 

"sessi ons" : [ 

JAVASCRIPT 

JAVASCR I PT 

{"time": "09. 00" , "title" : "Intro to 30 Modeling", "detail" : "Come .. . "} 
{"time" : "10.00", "title" : "Circuit Hacking", "detail" : "Head t o the . .. "} 
{"time" : "11 . 30" , "t i tle": "Arduino Antics" , "detail" : "Learn how ... "} 

] 
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LOOP THROUGH RESULTS 
2. If the request successfully fetches data, the code 

in the success() function runs. In this case, if it is 
successful the $scope object is passed the data from 

the JSON object. This allows the template to display 
the data. 

3. If it fa ils, the error () function is run instead. This 
would to show an error message to users. Here it 

writes to the console (which you meet on p464). 

l;lii'li' 

Session Times 

4. The JSON data contains several objects, each 
of which is displayed in the page. Note, there is no 

JavaScript loop written in the controller. Instead, the 
HTML template (or view) is where the loop occurs. 

5. The ng-repeat directive on the opening <tr> tag 

indicates that the table row should act like a loop. It 
should go through each object in the sessions array 

and create a new table row for each of them. 

TIME TITLE DETAIL 
~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~ 

09.00 Intro to 30 Modeling Come learn how to create 30 models of parts 
you can then make on our bus! You'll get to 
know the same 30 modeling software that 
used worldwide in professional settings like 
engineering, product design, and more. 
Develop and test ideas in a fun and 
informative session hosted by Bella Stone. 
professional roboticist. 

1 o.oo Circuit Hacking Head to the Electro-Tent for a free 
introductory soldering lesson. There will be 
electronics kits on hand for those who wish to 
make things. and experienced hackers and 
engineers around to answer all your 

In the HTML, the value of the ng- repeat directive is: 
session in sessions 

This is just a very high-level int roduction to Angular, 
but does demonstrate some popular techniques 

when using JavaScript to develop web apps, such as: 
• sessions matches the JSON data; it corresponds 

with the object name. 

• session is the identifier used in the template to 
indicate the name of each individual object within 
the sessions object. 

If the ng-r epeat attribute used different names than 

sessi on, the value in the curly braces in the HTML 
would have to change to reflect that name. For 

example, if it said 1 ectur e in sessi ons, then the 

curly braces would change to reflect that: 
{ { lectur e. time}},{{ l ect ure. title }},etc. 

• The use of templates that take content from 
JavaScript and update the HTML page. 

• The rise in MVC-influenced frameworks for web
based application development. 

• The use of libraries to save developers having to 
write so much code. 

For more on Angular, see http: //angul arj s . or g 

Another very popular alternative is Backbone 

http : //backbonejs .org • 
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PLATFORM APIS 

Many large websites expose their APls that allow you to access and 

update the data on their sites, including Facebook, Google, and Twitter. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO 

Each site offers different 

capabilities, for example: 

• Facebook offers features such 

as allowing people to like 

sites or add comments and 

discussion to the bottom of a 

web page. 

• Google Maps lets you to 

include various types of maps 

in your pages. 

• Twitter allows you to display 

your latest tweets on your 

web pages or send new 

tweets. 

By exposing some of the 

functionality of their platforms 

these companies are advertising 

their sites and encouraging 

people back to them. This in turn 

increase their total amount of 

activity (and their revenue). 

Be aware that companies can 

change either how you access 

APls or change what you are 
allowed to use the APls for. 

8 APIS 

HOW TO ACCESS 

On the web, you can access 

several of these platform APls 

by including a script they provide 

in your page. That script will 

typically create an object (just 

like the jQuery script adds a 

jQuery object). In turn, that 

object will have methods and 

properties that you can use to 

access (and sometimes update) 

the data on that platform. 

Most si tes that offer an API will 

also provide documentation that 

explains how to use its objects, 

methods, and properties (along 

with some basic examples). 

Some of the larger sites provide 

pages where you can get code 

that you can copy and paste into 

your site without even needing 

to understand the APL 

Facebook, Google, and Twitter 

have all made changes to both 

how you access their APls and 
what you can use them for. 

THE SYNTAX 

The syntax of an API will vary 
from platform to platform. But 

they will be documented using 

tables of objects, methods, and 

properties like those you saw in 

the first section of this chapter. 

You may also see sample code 

that demonstrates tasks people 

commonly use the API for ( like 

the examples you have seen in 

this chapter). 

Some platforms offer APls in 

multiple languages, so that you 

can interact with them using 

server-side languages such 

as PHP IC# as well as using 

JavaScript. 

In the rest of this chapter we wil l 

be focusing on the Google M aps 

API as an example of what you 

can do with platform APls. 

If you work on a site for a client. 

make them aware that APls can 

change (and that could result in 

recoding pages that use them). 



GOOGLE MAPS API 

Currently, one of the most popular APls in use on the web is the Google 

Maps API, which allows you to add maps to web pages. 

WHAT IT DOES 

The Google Maps JavaScript API 

allows you to show Google maps 

in your web pages. It also allows 

you to customize the look of the 

maps and what information is 

shown on them. 

You may find it helpful to look 

at the documentation for the 

Google Maps API while going 

through this example. It will 

show you other things that you 

can do with the API. https: // 

developers.google.com/maps/ 
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WHAT YOU'LL SEE 

We only have space to show a 

few of the features of the Google 

Maps API, as it is very powerful 

and contains a lot of advanced 

features. But the examples in 

this chapter will get you used to 

working with its API. 

You will start by seeing how to 

add a map to your web pages, 

then you will see how to change 

the controls, and finally how 

to change the colors and add 

markers on top of the map. 
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API KEY 

Some APls require that you 

register and request an API 

key in order to get data from 

their servers. An API key is a 

set of letters and numbers that 

uniquely identify you to the 

application so the owners of the 

site can track how much you use 

the API and what you use it for. 

At the time of writing, Google 

allowed websites to call their 

maps API 25,000 times per 

day for free without an API key, 

but sites that consistently make 

more requests are required to 

use a key and pay for the service. 

If you run a busy site, or the map 

is part of the core application, 

it is good practice to use an API 

key with Google Maps because: 

• You can see how many times 

your site requests the API 

• Google can contact you if 

they change terms of service 

or charge for use 

To get a Google API key, see 

https://cloud .google.com/ 

console 
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BASIC MAP SETTINGS 

Once you have included the Google Maps script in your page, you can 

use their maps object. It lets you display Google maps in your pages. 

CREATING A MAP 

The maps object is stored w ithin an object called 

googl e. This creates scope for al l Google objects. 

To add a map to your page, you create a new map 

object using a constructor: Map () . The constructor is 

part of the maps object, and it has two parameters: 

• The element into which you want the map drawn 

• A set of map options that control how it is 

displayed given using object literal notation 

Zoom level is typically set using a number between 

0 (the full earth) and 16. (Some cities can go higher.) 

ZOOM LEVEL: 0 ZOOM LEVEL: 4 ..:-.:::::::_. _ 

.. ZOOM LEVEL: 16 

8 APIS 

MAP OPTIONS 

The settings that control how the map should look 

are stored inside another JavaScript object called 

mapOpti ons. It is created as an object literal before 

you call the Map() constructor. In the JavaScript on 

the right, you can see that the mapOpt ions object 

uses three pieces of data: 

• Longitude and latitude of the center of the map 

• The zoom level for the map 

• The type of map data you want to show 

The images that_ make up the map are called tiles. 

Four map types each show a different style of map. 



A BASIC GOOGLE MAP 

""*'' c09/google-map. html 

<div id="map"></div> 
<script src="js/google-map . j s"></ script> 

</body> 

JAVASCRIPT c09/ js/ google-map .js 

function in i t() { 

, 

var mapOpt ions = { // Set up the map options 
center: new google .maps .Latlng(40 . 782710,-73 .965310), 
mapType!d: google .maps .MapType ld.ROADMAP, 
zoom: 13 

} ; 
~ var venueMap; // Map() draws a map 
~ venueMap =new google .maps .Map(document .getElementByld('map'), mapOptions} ; 

2 

} 

function l oadScript() { 
va r scri pt document . createEl ement('script ' ) ; // Create <script> element 
scri pt . src = 'http: //maps .goog l eapis. com/maps/api/j s? 

sensor=fal se&callback= i nit ial ize ' ; 
document.body. appendChi l d(scri pt) ; //Add element to page 

G) window. on 1 oad 1 oadScri pt; // Onload cal l 

m 
THE HAKER BUS 

1. Starting at the bottom of the script, when the 

page has loaded, the on load event wi ll call the 
l oadScri pt () function. 

2. l oadScri pt() creates a <script> element to load 

the Google Maps API. W hen it has loaded, it calls 
i nit () , to initialize the map. 
3. i nit() loads the map into the HTML page. First it 

creates a mapOpti ons object with three properties. 
4. Then it uses the Map () constructor to create 

a map and draw the map into the page. The 

constructor takes two parameters: 

• The element that the map will appear inside 

• The mapOpt ions object 

APIS e 



CHANGING CONTROLS 

VISIBILITY OF MAP CONTROLS POSITION OF MAP CONTROLS 

TOP_LEFT TOP_CENTER TOP_RIGHT 

LEFT_TOP RIGHT_TOP 

CENTER_LEFT CENTER_RIGHT 

LEFT_BOTTOM RIGHT_BOTTOM 

BOTTOM_LEFT BOTTOM_ CENTER BOTTOM_ RIGHT 

To show or hide the controls, use the control name followed by a value of tr_ue (to show it) or fa 1 se (to hide it). 

Although Google Maps tries to prevent overlaps, use judgement to position controls on your map. 

CONTROL 

zoomControl (1) 

panControl (2) 

scaleControl (3) 

mapTypeControl (4) 

DESCRIPTION DEFAULT 

Sets the zoom level of the map. It uses a slider (for large On 

maps)"+/-" buttons (for small maps) 

Allows panning across the map On for non-touch devices 

Shows the scale of the map Off 

Switch map types (e.g., ROADMAP and SATELLI TE) On 

streetVi ewControl (5) A Pegman icon that can be dragged and dropped onto On 

the map to show a street view 

rotateControl Rotates maps that have oblique imagery (not shown) On when available 

overviewMapControl A thumbnail showing a larger area, that reflects where On when map is 

the current map is within that wider area (not shown) collapsed, e.g., street view 
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GOOGLE MAP WITH 
CUSTOM CONTROLS 

APPEARANCE OF CONTROLS POSITION OF TH E CONTROL 

To alter the appearance and position of map 
controls, you add to the mapOpt ions object. 

1. To show or hide a control, the key is the name of 
the control, and the value is a Boolean (true will 

show the control; fa 1 se will hide it). 

2 . Each control has its own options object used to 

control its style and position. The word Options 

follows the control name, e.g., zoomControlOptions. 
Styles are discussed below. The diagram on the left

hand page shows options for the position property. 

JAVASCR I PT c09/ js/google-map-controls.js 

var mapOptions = { 
zoom: 14, 
center: new googl e.maps.Latlng(40.782710 , -73.965310), 
mapTypeid: google.maps.MapTypeid .ROADMAP, 

G) panControl: false, 
G) zoomControl: true, 

zoomControlOptions: 
.® style: google.maps .ZoomControlStyl e.SMALL, 
(l) position: google.maps .Cont rol Position .TOP_RIGHT 

}, 
G) mapTypeControl: true, 

mapTypeControlOptions: 
~ style : google .maps.MapTypeControl Styl e. DROPDOWN_MENU, 
(l) position : google .maps.ControlPos i t i on.TOP_LEFT 

}, 
G) scaleControl: true, 

scaleControl Options : 
(l) position: googl e.maps .ControlPosition .TOP_CENTER 

}, 
CD streetViewControl : false , 
CD overviewMapControl: false 

} ; 

STYLE OF MAP CONTROLS 
3. You can change the appearance of the zoom and map type controls using the following options: 

zoomControlStyle: MapTypeControlStyle: 

SMALL Small +/ - buttons HORIZONTAL_BAR Buttons side-by-side 

LARGE Vertical slider 
DEFAULT The default for that device 

DROPDOWN MENU 

DEFAULT 

Dropdown select box 

The default for that device 
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STYLING A GOOGLE MAP 

To style the map you need to specify three things: 
• feature Types: the map feature you want to style: 

e.g., roads, parks, waterways, public transport. 

The first sty 1 ers property alters the colors of the 
map as a whole. It, too, contains an array of objects. 
• hue property adjusts color, its value is a hex code 

• e 1 ementTypes: the part of that feature you want 
to style, such as its geometry (shapes) or labels. 

• stylers: properties that allow you to adjust the 
color or visibility of items on the map. 

The st yles property in the mapOptions object sets 
the map style. It's value is an array of objects. 
Each object affects a different feature fo the map. 

c09/js/google-map-styled.js 

styles: [ 
{ 

8 APIS 

stylers : [ 

J 
}, { 

{hue: "100ff6f" }, 
{ saturation : -50 } 

featureType: "road", 
elementType : "geometry", 
stylers: [ 

{ lightness: 100 }, 
{ visibility : "simplified" 

] 
}, { 

featureType: "transit", 
el ementType : "geometry", 
stylers: [ 

] 
}, { 

{ hue: "#ff6600" }, 
{ saturation : +80 } 

featureType: "transit", 
elementType: "labels", 
stylers : [ 

] 

{ hue : "#ff0066" }, 
{ saturation: +80 } 

• 1 ightness or saturation can take a value from 
- 100 to 100 

Then each feature that shows up on the map can 
have its own object, and its own stylers property. 
In it, the vi si bi 1 i ty property can have three values: 
• on to show the feature type 

\ • off to hide it 
• simplified to show a more basic version 

JAVASCRIPT 

II styles property is an array of objects 

II stylers property holds array of objects 
II Overall map colors 
II Overall map saturation 

II Road features 
II Their geometry {lines) 

II Lightness of roads 
II Level of road detail 

II Public transport features 
II Their geometry (lines) 

II Color of public transport 
II Saturation of public transport 

II Public transport features 
II Their labels 

II Label color 
II Label saturation 

II More ~tylers shown in the code download 

"' . 
.. 
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ADDING MARKERS 

Here you can see how to add a marker to a map. The 
map has been created, and its name is venueMap. 

1. Create a Latlng object to store the position of the 
marker using object constructor syntax. Below that 

object is called pi nlocat ion. 
2. The Marker() constructor creates a marker 

object. It has one parameter: an object that contains 

settings using object literal notation. 

JAVA SCRIPT 

The settings object contains three properties: 

3 . position is the object storing the location of the 
marker (pi nlocati on). 

4 . map is the map that the marker should be added to 
(because a page can have more than one map). 

5. icon is the path to the image that should be 
displayed as the marker on the map (this should be 

provided relative to the HTML page). 

c09/js/google-map-styled.js 

CD var pinlocation = new google .maps . Latlng(40 .782710,-73 .965310); 

~ var startPosition = new google .maps.Marker({ 
a:> position: pinlocation, 
@) map: venueMap, 
® icon : "imglgo.png" 

} ) ; 

THE MAKER BUS 

Naumberg 8ondsh•ll 
Centr•I Park 
Now Yorlc. NY 10019 
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II Create a new marker 
II Set its position 
II Specify the map 
I I Path to image from HTML 
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APls are used in browsers, scripts, and by websites 

that share functionality with other programs or sites. 

APls let you write code that will make a request, 

asking another program or script to do something. 

APls also specify the format in which the response will 

be given (so that the response can be understood). 

To use an API on your website, you will need to include 

a script in the relevant web pages. 

An APl's documentation will usually feature tables of 

objects, methods, and properties. 

Providing you know how to create an object and call 

its methods, access its properties, and respond to its 

events, you should be able to learn any JavaScript API. 




